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THE BOY WHO DANCED ON AIR ** 1/2 out of ****

ABINGDON THEATRE COMPANY AT JUNE HAVOC THEATRE

Inspired by a PBS documentary, Tim Rosser (composer) and Charlie Sohne (book and lyricist) have crafted a 
deeply ambitious new musical set in modern day Afghanistan. It tells the story of “dancing boys,” essentially 
kids who are purchased or stolen and then enslaved, usually by rich men. The children are trained as dancers, 
displayed via performances and then sold for the night to the highest bidder, typically other rich men who 
want to remain “faithful” to their wives. As soon as the children hit puberty and become old enough to grow 
hair, they’re often discarded like garbage. 

Prostitution and slavery are as old as humanity, of course; indeed this particular “tradition” is condemned 
explicitly in the Quran.  Still, the practice is complicated by all sorts of factors: religion, a culture that denies 
even the possibility of queers, men who want to rape and dominate others, men who can’t admit their own 
gay orientation, the natural tendency for slave owners to pretend they are “good” to the people they’re 
treating like property and the fact that it’s quite possible that the children more likely to be sold by their 
families and purchased to become dancing boys are self-selected by being stereotypically gay or effeminate 
or just “different.” 

That’s a lot for any show to deal with. Unfortunately The Boy Who Danced On Air also tosses in a storyline 
about the US occupation of Afghanistan, making a complex drama longer and more diffuse than need be. 
Nonetheless, it has a good production design (courtesy Christopher Swader & Justin Swader), some strong 
performances and songs sporting some good melodies that nod to Middle Eastern style without devolving 
into exotica. Frankly, it’s a small miracle that the Act One closer — “When I Have A Boy Of My Own” — 
doesn’t become an unintentional giggle. (In fact, while ostensibly about how two dancing boys would be kind 
to their charges if they became masters, it’s really an unconscious plea for love and acceptance and a kinder 
world.) That’s due to the seriousness of purpose and the talent involved.

Directed by Tony Speciale, the musical begins with a shadow play that cleverly emphasizes the imbalance of 
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power at the heart of the tale. An unnamed narrator (Deven Kolluri, not strong of voice but a solid and 
mournful presence throughout) recounts the story of a child sold into slavery who is trained as a dancing boy 
and becomes fascinated by the art. We see this before the curtain has opened, with lighting by Wen-Ling Liao 
tweaking the perspective so our hero Paiman (Troy Iwata) is seen in false perspective as a very little boy while 
his master Jahandar (Jonathan Raviv) towers over him. We quickly understand Paiman is especially talented 
and that Jahandar has special affection for him, allowing the boy to perform but never permitting any other 
man to buy his flesh for the night. To be clear, no one who enslaves another human is good in any way, but 
Jahandar is certainly less cruel than most. 

Paiman’s fate is contrasted with the battering that fellow dancer Feda (Nikhil Saboo) takes at the hand of the 
jokey but dangerous Zemar (Osh Ghanimah), Pahandar’s cousin. Feda fancies himself a singer and longs to 
escape to the big city and become famous. (Who doesn’t?) Their friendship blossoms into something more 
and they plan to run away together. Meanwhile, Jahandar is frustrated by the American-built power plant in 
their district. He’s selected to give CNN a tour, a Potemkin village farce in which the essentially useless 
structure will be provided with enough fuel to power up for the day while the media is there. Jahandar sees 
this as a rare chance to shame the Americans into making it a real source of electricity for the region, helping 
it light up wth possibility. Jahandar dragoons the oily Zemar into helping him expose the truth. But one can’t 
help suspecting that man sees this as a chance to remove Jahandar from the picture and finally get his hands 
on the beautiful Paiman that he’s lusted after for years.  

The sense of place is well established by the set, which makes good use of the small space available to them. 



The sound design of Justin Graziani also helps a great deal in creating the sense of wide open spaces. The 
choreography of Nejla Yatkin also lets us feel we’re getting a glimpse at two distinct dancers with different 
styles and yet echoing what is surely a traditional and artistic form, whatever lascivious purposes it’s put to in 
the end. (A final solo dance by Paiman late in the show however was too melodramatic in terms of the book 
and not needed.)

The songs and score do a lot of heavy lifting. Opener “A Song He Never Chose” combines the tune and 
narration to set up our story, explain the tradition of dancing boys, fill in years of plot and bring us up to the 
present. Like The Great Comet’s songs, it and some other narrative-pushing numbers get the job done but feel
a little overstuffed. Better is “With Him Around Me,” a song that convinces as a popular tune in their world 
which Feda sings obsessively. While the Act One closer flirts with camp almost by its very nature, it also has a 
memorable melody. In general, most songs offer either a good tune or clever lyrics or enough new plot to help 
you ignore the lack. Still, they’re complex pieces that deserve hearing a few more times before passing 
judgement.

On the down side, the book is both overly complicated and not specific enough.The subplot about American 
corruption and Jahandar’s plans to help the region are essentially a distraction from the main story. At the very
least, it seems to set up a betrayal and the death of someone — Jahandar or one of the boys — but in fact 
while it’s possible a betrayal takes place, that’s not made explicit and it really comes to nothing. Since the two
plots don’t influence each other, all the more reason why the corruption story should be cut, eliminating a 
good half hour from the current two and a half hour show and focusing it more tightly. 

Further, other questions remain. Some of them surely can’t be answered even by the characters themselves, 
but still. we should have a better sense of the truth even if they don’t. Is Jahandar gay? Does he have a wife? 
Has she never interested him? Is he kind to his other dancing boys, if he has any? In other words, has he 
developed a certain possessive attraction to a boy he’s used for sexual pleasure or is this a man who wrestles 
with deeper desire? Are either of the boys gay as we assume or just reaching out for intimacy and love 
anywhere they can under horrific circumstances? Were they sold off because they were gay or suspected of 
being gay or were their families simply too poor to ignore the money that might keep the rest of the family 
alive? Of course they can’t voice these ideas the way Westerners might but it could at least be suggested. 

Raviv has been a strong presence in The Band’s Visit (the best musical of 2016) and My Name Is Asher Lev 
among other hits. So it’s no surprise he is by far the best here, adding immeasurably to the sensitivity and 
nuance of the show. Perhaps it’s his talent, but he also seems to have the show’s most memorable songs, 
from “Kabul” to “Play Your Part” to “I Can See it.” This character blinded by “tradition” and rules is the 
compelling and dramatic center of the story. Ghanimah is a little broad as the jokey Zemar but he’s a vivid 
presence too. 

The two young dancers however are tricky roles to cast. They have to be able to convince us in their skill at 
traditional dance, sing and act, all while at least seeming to be Middle Eastern in appearance, if not Afghani. 
It’s true that both Troy Iwata as the innocent Paiman (a very believable object of desire) and Nikhil Saboo as 



seemingly the more worldly and confidently queer Feda have something essentially...all-American about them. 
Iwata could take over the lead role in the fantasy comic musical Aladdin and be right at home. But as genuine 
modern Afghanis they are not quite convincing in some essential way. However, they’re both appealing 
presences, with Saboo scoring better early on in his cockiness while Iwata improved when Paiman stopped 
being such a sheep of a boy and started thinking for himself and standing up to others. Best of all, they create 
an easy intimacy that makes them believable as friends turning into lovers

So it takes a little time to get going, the middle gets muddied by the political subplot and the finale is hard to 
swallow in its twists and awkward in a way that can’t be explained well without giving up too many spoilers. 
Suffice to say that if a show is essentially a flashback, it somehow makes no sense that the narrator could 
learn things from his younger self. And if you want to show a single voice joined by others in song, just do it; 
don’t drag it out one by one in anticlimactic fashion (the staging of Speciale falters briefly at the end too, with 
an unhelpful musical theater flourish). Still, The Boy Who Danced On Air is admirably ambitious indeed. It may 
stumble a little, but that’s what happens when you leap forward.
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REGISTER TO VOTE!! 

It’s easy, it’s fun, it’s empowering. 

Here’s a nonpartisan site that will allow you to easily access your state’s voter registration site. 

Are you in New York? You can register online right here.

If you don’t register and vote,  you don’t get to complain.

_____________

Thanks for reading. Michael Giltz is the founder and CEO of the forthcoming website BookFilter, a book lover’s 
best friend. Trying to decide what to read next?Head to BookFilter! Need a smart and easy gift? Head to 
BookFilter? Wondering what new titles came out this week in your favorite categories, like cookbooks and 
mystery and more? Head to BookFilter! It’s a website that lets you browse for books online the way you do in 
a physical bookstore, provides comprehensive info on new releases every week in every category and offers 
passionate personal recommendations every step of the way. It’s like a fall book preview or holiday gift guide 
— but every week in every category. He’s also the cohost of Showbiz Sandbox, a weekly pop culture podcast 
that reveals the industry take on entertainment news of the day and features top journalists and opinion 
makers as guests. It’s available for free on iTunes. Visit Michael Giltz at his website and hisdaily blog. 
Download his podcast of celebrity interviews and his radio show, also called Popsurfing and also available for 
free on iTunes.

Note: Michael Giltz is provided with free tickets to shows with the understanding that he will be writing 
a review. All productions are in New York City unless otherwise indicated.
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